CITY AND COUNTY OF DENVER - LANDMARK ORDINANCE TASK FORCE
MEETING #10

Wednesday, February 20, 2019 - 1:00 - 4:00
201 West Colfax - Webb Building - Fourth Floor - Room 4.1.5

DRAFT AGENDA

Meeting Objectives:
Finalize the Staff Proposal to Council and the Task Force Recommendations
  • Clarify areas of consensus support and any areas of ongoing difference

Address these topics:
  • Economic Hardship language
  • Revisit Owner-Opposed Designation Outside Demo Review Process
  • Require a Community Meeting for historic district
  • Culture - creating clear and distinct criteria
  • Threshold for qualification of potential landmarks

1:00   Agenda Preview and Preliminary Matters

1:10   Putting the Whole Task Force Process in Context - Ordinance, Policy, or Practice
  - Staff Presentation
  - Task Force Discussion and Recommendation

1:30   Economic Hardship Language
  - Staff Overview
  - Task Force Discussion and Recommendation

1:45   Owner-Opposed Designation Outside Demo Review Process
  - Staff Overview
  - Task Force Discussion and Recommendation

2:00   Community Meeting for Historic Districts
  - Staff Presentation
  - Task Force Discussion and Recommendation

2:20   Creating Distinct Criteria
  - Staff Presentation
  - Task Force Discussion and Recommendation

3:00   Threshold for Designation
  - Staff Presentation
  - Task Force Discussion and Recommendation

3:35   Final Check
  - Consensus Items and Unresolved Items

3:45   Next Steps

4:00   Adjourn